
From the intellectual to the political
Anon

So far, this series of discussions has engaged deeply with some of the major trends and forces
shaping contemporary capitalism and the economic ideas that underpin them. In doing so, they
have helped to illuminate some of the dominant features of the UK economy, in both a
comparative and historical perspective. Building on the discussions to date, this note aims to
help prompt a conversation about what might be required to bridge from this intellectual analysis
to more direct questions of political strategy.

Any successful political project needs to respond to – and draw energy from – the major forces
shaping contemporary society. It is crucial for Labour’s renewal to be grounded in an
interpretation of ‘what’s really going on now’ and each of the papers in this series has offered
such critical insights. These interpretations are clearly not neutral or purely objective. Indeed, a
crucial task for Labour is to offer an account of the British economy – its challenges and
potential – which is grounded in reality, but which also frames and foregrounds the case for its
distinctive political response. As Jon Cruddas and Peter Nolan pointed out, Thatcher did
precisely this to devastating effect in 1979 (as did Cameron and Osborne in 2010).

However, politics is ultimately about action, not just analysis. And one way of thinking about the
formation of political strategy is that it is derived from bringing an ideologically informed view
about the dominant social, economic and cultural forces in society into creative dialogue with
two other factors. Firstly, the plausible electoral coalition(s) capable of being built and sustained,
drawing in turn on trends in demography, sociology and values. And secondly, an analysis of the
political project being advanced by the principal opponent (and its strengths to be neutralised
and weaknesses to be exploited).

Thought of like this – and focusing here on economic questions in particular – the next task for
this group could be to think through how the kinds of analysis set out in the papers to date could
and should be refracted through an understanding of an electorate undergoing significant
realignment and a honest account of Boris Johnson’s Conservative Party. As such, this note
offers a potential route, or method, for chiselling out Labour’s basic character, orientation and
political strategy through confronting these questions.

Hopefully some of the insights are useful in kicking off the conversation, but the key question is
not really the merit of any of our individual points. Our goal is to suggest a focus on how to
transition from intellectual discourse to political strategy; confronting the realities of attaining
power and then governing with a clear, ideologically informed project. And, on that basis, to
encourage a conversation about what the group might do next to help work that through.

To frame that discussion, the note starts by summarising the major economic forces that have
emerged from the papers to date, as a reference point for the challenges that Labour needs a
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response to and around which its political project and strategy must be built. It then goes on to
provide a pen portrait of the ‘Boris project’ as a provocation about the opponent Labour is up
against, before highlighting some of the main competing thesis in current debates about what is
driving trends in electoral realignment. Finally, as an illustration of how these three components
of political strategy might come together, we offer a worked example in relation to the issues
around homeownership, rentier capitalism and the ‘asset economy’ which have been themes
across a number of the preceding sessions.

Leading economic forces

Drawing on the papers in this series to date, below is an attempt to capture the key economic
forces that have been put forward as characterising contemporary British capitalism, as
analysed from a Left/centre-Left perspective. If correct, these are the empirical factors that
require a compelling response from Labour and from which it - and other anti-Tory parties - must
forge a project capable of winning power and then securing ideological advances.

● A long-standing consumption driven growth model, within a liberal market economy that
has proven relatively resistant to major institutional change.

● Climate change and the imperative to achieve net zero, requiring (among much else)
significant mobilisation of state power and massive reallocation of capital and labour.

● Substantial re-shaping of production and consumption patterns due to technological
change (even without tipping into techno-hype and determinism).

● Long run wage stagnation and low productivity growth, mirrored by rapid inflation of
asset values (especially in relation to housing and pensions) and the growing importance
of intergenerational wealth transfers.

● Relatively robust overall employment rates combined with significant economic insecurity
(and the bifurcation of pay and conditions within the service sectors).

● Brexit, an uncomfortable relationship with the EU and the search for new global markets
(in the context of a persistent trade deficit, especially in goods).

● An unprecedented period of ultra low interest rates, QE, cheap credit, high equity prices
and limited pressure on sterling (largely rooted in global economic factors).

● Relatively high public debt, at least in post-War terms, but low government borrowing
costs (with debate about the balance between ‘running the economy hot’ to boost
demand, investment and productivity versus concerns about inflationary pressures).

● Covid fall out – with potential implications for pandemic preparedness, home
working/shift in geography of demand, renewed focus on re-shoring/supply chains.

● Persistent regional inequality, at least in relation to productivity, with the unresolved
legacy of deindustrialisation (in the context of partial - and unstable - devolution).

Are these the dominant economic forces that Labour needs a strategic response to and from
which it needs to draw ideological and electoral strength? Which are likely to be the most
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politically decisive? Which provide opportunities for Labour to make political advances and
which risk putting it on the defensive?

Nick Pearce’s paper offered some insights on that latter question, via a survey of the sorts of
intellectual resources Labour could draw on to chart a course forward. One big change in recent
years has been the terms of political debate on the scope for state activism, at least in relation
to the economy. This has been driven by real world events like Covid and Brexit, the
repositioning of the Conservatives since Teresa May, and broader intellectual shifts including
from international bodies like the OECD and IMF (such as on issues of tax, public debt,
regulation, inequality and so on). Clearly there are also countervailing forces, such as
nationalism and populism, but unlike in the 1970s - or even after 2010 - it is hard to argue that
the liberal economic Right has the ideological wind in its sails.

In theory, this ought to open up opportunities for the Left/centre-Left. However, the challenge
remains to turn this momentum into a political strategy capable of being electorally successful
and transformative as a governing project. This, in turn, begs the question of where and how
Labour should focus a stronger assertion of state power?

For instance, where is Labour most likely to be able to challenge Britain’s liberal market
economy, its shift towards ‘rentier capitalism’, the dominance by asset-holding and consumption
over labour productivity and exports and so on? Is macroeconomics the area for Labour to lean
most heavily into, taking inspiration from the early Biden agenda? Or is climate change the most
fruitful area to challenge the prevailing contours of the UK’s economic model? And how can
Labour approach these questions in ways that might underpin a potent electoral coalition, given
the stances and strategies of its Conservative opponents?

To help think through these questions, we need to turn to two other key ingredients of political
strategy, looking first at the Boris Johnson-led Conservative project:

Understanding the Boris Conservative project

If this parliament runs its full term, power will only have changed hands three times between the
political parties in the last 50 years (1979, 1997, 2010, albeit the latter via Coalition
government). This shows that winning power from opposition is difficult and far from the norm.
When there is a switch in governing parties, the incoming administration invariably offers a
mixture of continuity and change, rather than a completely radical departure. Thatcher
emphasised unity after winning in 1979, only taking a radical turn in 1981, Blair stuck to Tory
spending plans in 1997 and Cameron presented himself as ‘heir to Blair’ as opposition leader,
only striking out on fiscal policy after the financial crisis in 2008/9.

Therefore, a key task for Labour is to develop an honest, non-caricatured analysis of the
Conservative project under Boris Johnson. By contrast, in opposition, Labour has struggled to
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engage with the shape-shifting, ideologically flexible Tory party of the last decade. The party has
been caught out by the appeal of Boris Johnson personally and the reach of the Conservative
Party under his leadership to a new voter coalition. There has been a tendency to dismiss
evidence of Conservative ideological shifts as little more than cynical tactics, whose main role is
to obscure an obsession with free market orthodoxy. In a speech in Feb 2021, Keir Starmer
said:

“The truth is, whoever their Prime Minister is, the Conservatives simply don’t
believe that is the role of government to tackle inequality or insecurity. They
believe a good government is one that gets out of the way, rather than builds the
path to a more secure future.”

In the heat of an election campaign, Labour will need to deploy a sharp and populist
critique of Boris Jonhson’s leadership and the record of the Conservaitve government.
But in this period of intellectual and political renewal, Labour would do well to look hard
at what is happening on the Right of British politics and the reasons for its current
appeal. To assist in this task, we attempt to map out below some of the major emerging
currents of Johnson’s Conservative project:

● Shifting from austerity, though not a fiscal expansion: a central feature of Johnson’s
Conservative project has been to signal a shift from the austerity of the
Cameron/Osborne years. This has been turbo charged by Covid and the government is
also planning a historically large increase in capital spending and has penciled in
significant tax rises for later in the Parliament. However, the settlement for spending on
day-to-day public services (outside the NHS) and social security (outside pensions) is
tight from 2022/3 onwards. Moreover, the government’s overall fiscal strategy is far less
expansionary than, for example, the Biden administration. The opportunity for Labour is
that the terms of the tax and spend debate at the next election are likely to look quite
different from the recent past. Though as incumbents the Tories will still be able to set
the baseline, pushing Labour to propose higher taxes or increased borrowing to make
additional spending pledges. The electoral challenge is further sharpened given that the
Tories will focus their fiscal offers on key voter groups, in particular older voters. A key
strategic question for Labour is whether it makes an explicit case for deficit spending to
boost demand, investment and productivity, which will depend significantly on the
macroeconomic conditions in 2023/4 (e.g. in relation to inflation and government
borrowing cost) alongside the experience of the Biden strategy in the US.

● ‘Levelling up’ and a strong political focus on the North and Midlands: arguably the
principal domestic reform agenda for the Conservatives is its project for economic
growth and civic renewal outside of London and the South East (in particular across the
Brexit voting areas of Northern England and the Midlands). There is clearly a very strong
electoral dimension to this, however it speaks to a set of substantive issues around low
regional productivity, the legacy of deindustrialisation and the popular backlash against
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London. So far, the government has struggled to give proper shape and definition to
‘Levelling Up’, speaking as it does to a variety of somewhat unconnected issues. The
risk for the government is that it has pointed to a problem with very deep roots that it will
be ideologically unwilling to seriously address and which the Whitehall machine is very
poorly configured to grapple with. Moreover, when public service and social security
spending tightens, this will be felt most keenly in those target areas for ‘levelling up’.
However, the government’s various capital funding pots, infrastructure projects and
departmental relocations will provide visible manifestations of progress, around which
the Tories can build a political case. Labour therefore needs a powerful alternative
prospectus for restoring prosperity, pride and power to the towns and cities of England.

● Brexit, ‘global britain’ and government activism: clearly ‘making Brexit work’ is a
defining feature of the Boris Johnson-led Conservative project, which means seeking to
minimise (or obscure) the economic downsides of leaving the EU and accentuating the
new opportunities (whether in relation to trade deals or freedoms over state aid,
procurement etc). Alongside this, the Tories are displaying a greater willingness to use
government activism in relation to economic questions, such as adult skills, albeit having
dropped the ‘industry strategy’ frame associated with Teresa May. This sits alongside
other currents that reflect more traditional liberal economic thinking, such as Freeports
and planning reform. In response, Labour must work through how to come out from
under cover in relation to Brexit, including to break its silence on the choices the
government must now face on trade deals (as illustrated by the agriculture question in
negotiations with Australia). There is also clearly space for Labour to occupy in respect
of industrial strategy, though it will need to do so in ways that contest the pro-enterprise
terrain, reaching beyond clamping down on bad practice by elements of British business.

● Climate change and net zero: it is very striking that Boris Johnson has pinned the
Conservative’s colours to the mast of addressing climate change and transitioning to net
zero emissions. This partly reflects the international context, where commitments have
been dramatically increased in recent years. It is also though clearly a key plank of the
Tories’ appeal to more progressive minded, Remain voters - as well as a conviction
based on the science. However, so far, the pledges have run far ahead of the policy
action or delivery plan, in particular, in relation to domestic heat where the cost and
inconvenience to householders will be high, and the impact on carbon intensive
industries and jobs that face significant dislocation. The window for leaving this
mismatch unresolved is closing, which will force some very difficult choices for the
government (such as on car use and EV transition). This, in turn, creates an opportunity
for Labour to signal it is prepared to ‘will the means’ on the climate transition, albeit that it
will equally need an answer on the costs associated - as well as a positive story about
new economic opportunities associated with a low carbon economy.

● Cultural conservatism, combined with rigour on law-and-order and defence: while
some commentators have argued that the Conservatives have ‘moved right’ on culture,
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there is actually limited evidence for this, beyond a few (largely tactical/symbolic)
attempts to box Labour into electorally off-putting positions. On immigration, for example,
the ending of free movement has given the government space to liberalise elements of
the points-based system. On more traditional Conservative issues, such as
law-and-order, Johnson’s position is robust, but a long way short of the draconian
caricature painted by parts of the left. In response, Labour needs to work out a unifying
social and cultural message, emphasising mutual obligations and reciprocity, while
fleshing out a plan on security that provides a contrast with the government’s inability/
unwillingness to follow through on its rhetoric.

● Muscular unionism, reigning in devolution: rhetorically at least, Boris Johnson has
made defence of the union a core pillar of his government. This is clearly now under
strain since the Holyrood elections and a standoff is set to ensue. Brexit has turned
Northern Ireland into a vulnerability for the government, which Labour may be able to
capitalise on in defence of the peace process. In England, the Tories combine discrete
actions and projects under the ‘levelling up’ banner with an aversion to any further
constitutional reform or decentralisation (with local government reform shelved). This
could provide an opportunity for Labour, if it can show how building up the power and
capability of the cities and counties of England is critical to meaningfully ‘level up’.

In summary, Johnson has eschewed a number of what were previously felt to be central
features of traditional Conservatism, in particular limited government and an overriding concern
with the interests of the leafy shires. Arguably these shifts are less driven by a clearly articulated
or coherent ideological project, and more by the strategic imperative to deliver for voters in
Johnson’s new electoral coalition. In this sense, Ben Houchen, the Mayor of Teesside, is
perhaps the quintessential Boris-inspired Tory: standing up for place (over party), willing to use
state power, focused on infrastructure and green, presenting as about ‘results over ideology’.

Is this the right way to think about the Boris Johnson-led Conservative project (if thought about
from seeking to understand what is giving it a powerful appeal in the county?). If so, how can
Labour best counter its strengths and capitalise on its vulnerabilities?

Changing electorate – demographics, sociology, values

As well as an analysis of the Boris Conservative project, it is critical that Labour has an account
of the realignment in electoral geography taking place and the implications for its political
strategy. Not so as to slavishly ‘follow the polling or focus groups’ but to think about how to forge
its political strategy from the interactions of its economic analysis, its critique of the Tories and
its route to a larger electoral coalition. To frame a discussion, we have summarised some of the
major theories around what is driving voter realignment – set out below.
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● The Brexit divide: Sir John Curtice has argued that Brexit is ‘still leaving its mark on
how people are minded to vote’. The 2017 and 2019 general elections saw the
Conservatives become increasingly strong among Leave voters, while Labour performed
better among Remain supporters. This was repeated in the English local elections in
2021, with a swing of 11 points to the Conservatives in heavily pro-Leave places
(compared to just 1 point in Remain voting areas). Meanwhile, in pro-Remain places
which last voted in 2017, there was a swing to Labour of 3 points. Becoming the
established party of ‘remain’ represents an ‘electoral trap’ for Labour for two reasons.
First, although the Brexit referendum result was close, the Remain vote was heavily
concentrated in London, Scotland and Northern Ireland. This means that in constituency
terms Leave has a big advantage. Second, the collapse of the Brexit party means the
Conservatives have a virtual monopoly on the Leave vote whereas the Remain vote is
split between Labour, the Liberal Dems, the Greens, SNP and Plaid Cymru in Wales.

● Values and culture: a number of political scientists (Mathew Goodwin, Paula Sturridge,
Andrew Gamble) have argued that modern voting patterns are not driven by the
traditional split along left and right lines (rooted in class), but rather reflect a
long-standing ‘values’ divide between ‘liberal’ and ‘authoritarian’ social values. This
divide is most strongly associated with education, rather than with social class and
pre-dates Brexit (though the referendum played an important role in politicising/
entrenching the values divide). Sturridge shows that the 2019 general election was the
first time that the difference between Labour and Conservative voters was greater on the
social values dimension than on the economic dimension (see chart below)

Conservative and Labour voters’ positions on the economic and social values scales at the 2015, 2017 and
2019 general elections1

1 Paula Sturridge, ‘Voters and values: a new political cleavage?’, UK in a changing Europe, 22 Feb 2021
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These divides hurt Labour in two ways: they risk putting it on the wrong side electorally
of the argument whenever the conversation moves away from core economic issues;
and they also make it more difficult for Labour’s economic messages themselves to cut
through (since culturally conservative voters are less likely to trust politicians /
government than their more culturally liberal counterparts).

● Open Vs Closed: a variation on the ‘values divide’ thesis is that the divergence between
younger, graduate, cultually liberal voters and older, non-graduate, culturally
conservative voters will, in the longer term, favour Labour over the Conservatives (often
described as the ‘demography is destiny’ argument). For example, Andrew Cooper has
argued that the age when what he calls ‘Open’ voters are outnumbered by so-called
‘Closed’ voters - currently around 45 - will rise as the ‘Open Generation’ overtakes the
‘Closed Generation’ in size due to cohort effects.

● Age divide: an alternative take on the above theory is that Labour’s loss of working
class support has been exaggerated. Christabel Cooper analysed the British Election
Study duty from 2019 and found Conservatives doing better among all income groups
except the poorest and especially well among the richest (see chart below)

Furthermore, Cooper pointed out that when you strip out retired voters, the split between
Labour and Conservative voters is about what you might expect.
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In other words, it is retired people that explain the current swing towards Conservatives.
Or to be even more precise, the new bedrock of Conservative support is retired
non-graduate home-owners i.e. people who are income-poor but asset-rich.

● Home-ownership: Nick Pearce’s paper argued persuasively that it is a mistake to
analytically separate out ‘culture/ values’ from ‘class/ economics’ and/ or to give primacy
to either - rather they should be seen as components of a socio-economic formation -
related in turn to growth models. Essentially the political dominance of property-owning
older voters is secured in the UK’s first-past-the-post electoral system by stark
inequalities in voter registration and turnout by age.
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It is not our intention here to adjudicate between these different theories, but rather to
demonstrate how important it is for Labour to develop a clear understanding of these shifts to
inform its political strategy. For example, if it is true that Brexit, values/ culture are continuing to
leave a mark on how people vote, how should Labour respond given that these issues are at
risk of further dividing its historic electoral coalition? If the bedrock of Conservative support is
constituted from older voters who own their own homes, should Labour re-orient its political offer
to these voters or try to bolster turnout and support among younger renters?

A worked example: Homeownership, rentier capitalism and the
asset economy

To illustrate the kind of method, or approach, outlined in this paper, we offer an example of
how an interpretation of leading economic forces might be brought into creative dialogue
with an analysis of the Tories under Boris and the changing electoral dynamics to inform
political strategy.

If the leading economic forces are:
● Homeownership rates varying dramatically by age, with a heavy concentration

among the over 65, in the context of significant long-run growth in house prices and
falling rates of homeownership overall.

● A long period of wage stagnation combined with asset price inflation, resulting in the
value of wealth holdings increasing far faster than either returns to labour or growth
in the wider economy (though with debate about whether global economic factors or
tax and regulation are the main drivers of these trends).

● A shift towards a form of ‘rentier capitalism’ in core parts of the British economy
associated with concentrated patterns of ownership and limited competition (in
relation to land, state contracts, natural resources, intellectual property etc).

...and if the stance of the Conservatives under Boris Johnson is to:
● Defend asset values - especially in relation to house prices and pension wealth –

through policies like Help to Buy, stamp duty holidays, mortgage lending guarantees
etc (plus loose monetary policy).

● Focus on First Time Buyers over expanding social and affordable tenures in relation
to new housing supply and planning reform (though with the stated intention to end
Section 21 no fault evictions in the private rented sector).

● Increase the National Living Wage as a totemic anti-low pay policy, combined with
few wider moves on employment rights or labour market intervention (e.g. stalling
on the Employment Bill, reliance on the courts to deal with the gig economy etc).

● Remain largely silent on wider questions of class, power and ownership in the
economy, though tactical willingness to act in some cases (e.g. support for digital
sales tax, Great British Railways, increased capital spending etc)

...and if shifts and re-alignments in the electorate point to:
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● Very strong support for the Tories among older voters who own their homes outright,
live on pension income and who turnout at elections at high rates (alongside
comparatively low turnout among renters and the young).

● A new block of support for the Tories among working age homeowners on lower to
middle incomes, outside metropolitan areas, who have benefited from
pro-homeownership policies (though also linked to Brexit and other factors).

● A significant section of the electorate - including outside metropolitan areas - who
have a stake in the so-called ‘asset economy’, via housing and pension wealth, and
therefore a material interest in the maintenance of asset values.

● A large proportion of younger (under 45s) who, in the absence of inherited wealth or
very high earnings, are locked out of homeownership, especially in London and the
South-East, and are probably also undersaving for a DC pension.

● Potential to mobilise electoral support around an attack on aspects of ‘rentier
capitalism’ if these can be popularised and attached to reforms which support jobs,
investment, competition and the broader public interest.

● Potential vulnerability for the Tories in respect of their newer low-to-middle earning
supporters in the private and service sectors if wage growth stays low and spending
on Universal Credit and public services are held back, especially if a return to strong
global growth and higher interest rates hits house prices.

...then what are the big, strategic choices for Labour?

One way of putting this question is to think through the extent to which Labour should focus
on trying to beat the asset economy or join it? This is clearly to caricature the options, but it
is worth considering what a strategy based on trying to reign back the significance of
assets, homeownership and rentierism would involve, relative to one which recognised
them as features of the UK economy that could be reordered and harnessed for more
democratic and egalitarian ends.

This is not the place for a detailed policy prospectus - and clearly Labour could blend a
combination of these approaches - but the kinds of strategies that might be considered in
each case are:

A “beat them” strategy might point to: net wealth, capital gains, inheritance taxes to directly
reduce asset inequality; ending subsidies for homeownership, such as Help to Buy, and for
housing transactions, such as stamp duty holidays; removing Right to Buy discounts and
focusing public investment on social housing; land market reform and steps to tax land
value uplifts; antitrust competition policy to control and even break up dominant firms in key
sectors; stronger regulation to prevent rent extraction in uncompetitive sectors; regulation to
make Buy to Let residential investment less attractive; changes to procurement rules to
favour SMEs and support for insourcing; reforms to corporate structures for utilities and
other infrastructure providers to focus them on promoting public benefit over maximising
shareholder value; reform of private pensions to share investment risk (such as via
Collective Defined Contribution models); pushing for global action to deal with underlying
imbalances contributing to asset price inflation and so on.
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A “join them” strategy might point to: greater public investment (and public debt) into
building, acquiring and holding housing stock, to increase affordable tenures and to
socialise rising values; reforming Right to Buy to enable tenants to use their discount to
purchase on the open market thereby freeing up new social lets (and/or enabling social
tenants to build up equity stakes to benefit from rising house prices but with a requirement
to sell that stake back to the state if they move); matched savings incentives for private
renters to build up deposits; asset-based welfare policies, such as a capital transfer to all
young people; measures that combine First Time Buyer support (e.g. mortgage guarantees
for those with low deposits) with tax or regulatory reforms to address forms of unearned
wealth gain; more progressive taxpayer support for pension savings; corporate governance
reforms to spread employee ownership and profit sharing; greater use of government debt,
supported by central bank action, to increase public investment and asset holding in key
sectors, such as utilities or green industry (alongside supporting municipal ownership,
especially where this can generate a revenue).

These are not meant to be exhaustive policy options and each would need much further
thought. For our purposes the key questions are:

● How effectively would these strategies - or some combination of them - address the
major economic forces related to the asset economy, homeownership and ‘rentier
capitalism’ from a Left/centre-Left outlook?

● Could they be arranged and deployed politically to counter the strengths of the
Conservaitve project under Boris and expose its weaknesses?

● How might they speak to the dynamics of a changing electorate and could they
underpin Labour’s appeal to the key groups of voters it needs to retain and gain in
order to build a winning coalition?

Annex: summary table template

Economic force Johnson project Electoral landscape Labour’s task/ choice

Consumption-driven
growth

Boost consumption
(e.g. ‘eat out to help
out’)

Should Labour prioritise
institutional reforms to
challenge
consumption-led
growth?

Climate change Ambitious net zero
goals

Important to Tories’
appeal to Remainers,
but likely to come under
pressure from the right

Should Labour seek to
present itself as ‘willing
the means’ on
achieving net zero?

Technological change Industrial activism
(post-Brexit), taxing
tech giants

How does Labour
harness technological
change to secure future
prosperity?
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Wage stagnation, low
productivity growth

Shift to technical
education

Tories seeking to
cement gains with
non-graduates

Should Labour seek to
outflank the Tories e.g.
with an ambitious plan
to boost education/
skills/ training?

Robust employment
alongside insecure
work

Willingness to protect
jobs via furlough, but
switching to support for
people over jobs

Should Labour prioritise
flexible labour markets
and/ or regulation/
security?

Brexit Making Brexit work/
global Britain (trade
deals plus using new
freedoms)

Continues to be
important to Tories new
electoral coalition

Should Labour seek to
prioritise economic
nationlism or closer
economic ties/ trade?

Ultra-low interest rates/
cheap credit

Prioritise
asset-ownership (Help
to Buy, First Homes etc)

Tories seeking to
cement gains with older
home-owners

Should Labour try to
dampen the asset
economy or magnify it?

High public debt/ low
borrowing costs

Increase borrowing
during Covid (and high
capital spending), but a
tight spending envelope
from 2022/3.

Should Labout lean
more heavily into
macroeconomics,
drawing inspiration from
Biden?

Covid fall-out Build back better Should Labour prioritise
economic nationalism
(re-shoring/ supply
chains)

Regional inequality Levelling up Crucial to Tories’ new
electoral coalition.

What is Labour’s
alternative plan for
boosting prosperity,
pride and power in
towns and cities outside
London and the
south-east?
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